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Inauthentic authenticity:  

Semiotic design and globalization in the margins of China 

Xuan Wang 

 

 

1   Points of departure 

 

In an insightful ethnographic study of the francophone areas in Canada, Monica Heller 

(2003) observes that, as a result of the emerging heritage tourism, the previously 

stigmatized regional variety of French spoken there starts to acquire new economic 

value and social legitimacy because of its ring of authenticity. She argues that the 

commodification of language and identity in a globalized new economy repositions 

Canadian French speakers from a marginalized ethnolinguistic minority to potentially 

privileged owners of bilingual resources with new economic opportunities. This opens 

up room for them to negotiate what it means to be authentic locally in terms of 

language status and cultural affiliation, as this transition redefines the roles of language 

in relation to local identity claims while reorganizing the normative systems of 

producing, distributing and recognizing language resources for identity practices (i.e. 

けoヴdeヴs of autheﾐtiIit┞げ, cf. Wang 2012) on the local, the State and other supra-local 

scale-levels. The outcome of this is the transformation of authenticity in its old sense, 

┘hiIh, paヴado┝iIall┞, iﾐ┗ol┗es けふ┗isiHl┞ぶ inauthentic processes of standardization and 

IoﾏﾏodifiIatioﾐげ ふHeller 2003: 475) demanded by new market conditions. 

 

Helleヴげs stud┞ offeヴs se┗eヴal poiﾐts of iﾐspiヴatioﾐ foヴ ouヴ iﾐ┗estigatioﾐ of autheﾐtiIit┞ –
understood here primarily as identity effects emerging from specific semiotic practices 

that render the production, uptake, and consumption of these effects socially 

recognizable and legitimate – in the context of China in this paper
1
. Heller highlights the 

margins as an important site of authenticity. Sociolinguistically, what constitutes 

margins (e.g. ethnolinguistic minorities) and what makes their authenticity compelling 

and legitimate are characterized by how they have been imagined and represented from 

the perspective of the centers and the dominant groups (cf. Bauman and Briggs 2003). 

Such authenticity is socially construed, norm-governed and systemically controlled, 

often centering on binaries of superior/inferior, valid/invalid, real/fake, etc..  So are the 

semiotic resources for producing it (language, symbol, image, discourse, etc.) in terms of 

distribution, ownership and value judgment. Thus, for the margins, authenticity is a 

matter of high social and symbolic stakes, and its achievement necessarily revolves 

around the normative expectations of the centers and the structural inequality in power 

and normativity between the margins and the centers.    

 

Yet, as Helleヴげs stud┞ also sho┘s, processes of globalization, in specific ways, begin to 

change and reorder the (infra)structure of the center-periphery distinction and, as such, 

the discursive regime upon which the production and recognition of authenticity are 

                                                           
1
 See Wang 2013 for a fuller discussion. 
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largely based (Coupland 2003a; Pietikäinen and Kelly-Holmes 2013). Globalization 

creates unprecedented translocal mobilities and unexpected identity potentials (e.g. 

Appadurai 1996; Giddens 1990) – nevertheless, highly niched ones – in which very 

specific semiotic opportunities appear, and specialized semiotic resources, sometimes 

new or invented ones, are required in order to accomplish authenticity (Blommaert 

2003, 2010). For the margins, these sociolinguistic niches, as seen in the francophone 

heritage tourism in Canada, offer spaces in which the modernist order of authenticity is 

contested and reconfigured by postmodern realities. 

 

Fuヴtheヴ, Helleヴげs stud┞ poiﾐts us to the eﾏeヴgiﾐg paヴadigﾏ of a けsoIioliﾐguistiIs of 
gloHalizatioﾐげ ふIf. Blommaert 2003, 2010; also Coupland 2003b; Blommaert & Rampton 

2011), of which the central argument is that communicational events in a globalizing 

environment tend to develop けat diffeヴeﾐt sIales, oﾐ ┘hiIh diffeヴeﾐt oヴdeヴs of 
indexicality operate, resulting in a polycentric context for such communication 

phenomena – that is, a context in which multiple normative complexes are 

simultaneously at work, but are of a different oヴdeヴげ (Blommaert 2010: 61). This 

theorization allows us to see authenticity (and all identity projects) as something 

multifaceted, dynamic and adjustable rather than an essentialized monolithic pre-given, 

something that evolves out of multi-scalar, polycentric social practices and complex 

pヴoIesses of ﾐa┗igatioﾐ aﾐd ﾐegotiatioﾐ, i.e. けautheﾐtiIatioﾐげ ふBucholtz 2003). Building 

on this, Blommaert and Varis (2011) further develop a heuristics of authenticity. They 

posit that contemporary identities are about discursive orientations towards specific 

sets of emblematic resources arranged by a multitude of – never random, and 

sometimes conflicting – micro-hegemonized niches, for which individuals not only 

assemble resources in their repertoires accordingly, but also deploy them appropriately, 

i.e. to know and to work with the benchmark or degree of けeﾐoughﾐessげ at ┘hiIh a 
semiotic maneuvering can adequately compromise with the various judgment calls 

present in a particular situation in order to pass as authentic. All these offer crucial 

theoretical foundations for understanding complex authenticity in globalization.  

 

What this paper will explore is closely connected to the above points. It investigates 

authenticity as semiotic processes in the context of China and its deepening 

globalization processes by drawing on ethnographic observations of Enshi, a remote 

ethnic minority area perceived and experienced as a geopolitical and sociocultural 

margin in China. It pays particular attention to two sociolinguistic niches emerging from 

Eﾐshiげs ヴeIeﾐt iﾐ┗ol┗eﾏeﾐt iﾐ Chiﾐaげs economic reform and modernization: Internet hip-

hop subculture, and ethnic heritage tourism. In each case, as we will soon see, 

authenticity is both a niched identity opportunity and a highly sensitizing issue in which 

a number of scaled normative frameworks, ranging from the local to the global, are 

brought to bear by those who, out of necessity and desire, seek new meanings of 

authenticity and new ways of realizing it under new conditions. The pattern of these 

pヴoIesses is けseﾏiotiI desigﾐげ, ┘hiIh iﾐ┗ol┗es deliberate and strategic effort in 

reassembling the local semiotic repertoire through manipulating and inventing specific 

semiotic resources, so as to satisfy old local norms of authenticity while gaining new 

translocal recognitions elsewhere. 
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In order to see how such processes of authenticity are played out, I will first discuss the 

notion of semiotic design, before moving onto the analysis of the two cases. This is 

followed by a IヴitiIal ヴefleItioﾐ oﾐ desigﾐiﾐg けinauthentic authenticityげ as a feature and a 

strategy of identity making in the margins of globalization.   

 

 

2   Semiotic design and authenticity  

 

The theoretical drift of semiotic design pivotal to this paper derives mainly from the 

works of Gunther Kress (e.g. Hodge & Kress 1988; Kress & van Leeuwen 2001, 

1996/2006; Kress 2010; see Wang 2013 for an elaborated discussion) in which he (with 

his colleagues) consistently argues that the semiotic representation of meaning making 

has a material and a social aspect, both of which should be taken into account in order 

to sufficiently address all aspects of signs. A major framework accounting for the 

ﾏateヴialit┞ of seﾏiotiIs is けﾏultiﾏodalit┞げ ふKress & van Leeuwen 2001, 1996/2006; Kress 

2010) in which each mode of presentation – the visual, the aural, the gestural etc. in 

addition to the linguistic mode – serves as a form of semiotic resource that offer 

particular mateヴial aﾐd ﾏeaﾐiﾐg possiHilities: けaffordancesげ. By integrating various 

modes and their affordances, a coherent, i.e. ordered semiotic ensemble is produced, 

according to culturally informed and context specific principles of composition. In this 

sense, the materiality of semiotics is inherently social, embedded in the social processes 

of ﾏeaﾐiﾐg ﾏakiﾐg. This is the fuﾐdaﾏeﾐtal poiﾐt iﾐ Kヴessげs appヴoaIh of Social Semiotics.   

 

One central concern in Social Semiotics is about semiotic design. As Kress (2010: 54-55, 

original emphases) explains,  

 

け… sigﾐs aヴe always newly made in social interaction; signs are motivated, not 

arbitrary relations of meaning and form; the motivated relation of a form and a 

meaning is based on and arises out of the interest of makers of signs; the 

forms/signifiers which are used in the making of signs are made in social 

iﾐteヴaItioﾐ aﾐd HeIoﾏe paヴt of the seﾏiotiI ヴesouヴIes of a Iultuヴeげ.  
 

These assumptions shift our focus from product to practice and – as Kress (2010: 6) 

holds – from the semiotics of competence (emphasizing the stability of social regulation) 

to that of design (emphasizing the dynamics in human agency). They indicate that what 

ﾏakes SoIial SeﾏiotiIs けsoIialげ has ﾏuIh to do ┘ith sigﾐ-makers as semiotic designers 

and how they actively engage with and shape the social and semiotic world through 

pヴospeIti┗e けdesigﾐ thiﾐkiﾐgげ aﾐd けpヴoduItioﾐ thiﾐkiﾐgげ iﾐ fusiﾐg foヴﾏ aﾐd ﾏeaﾐiﾐg, iﾐ 
other words, selecting semiotic forms of representation in such a way that they can – in 

Kヴessげs teヴﾏ – けaptl┞げ e┝pヴess the ﾏeaﾐiﾐgs that the sign-makers wished to make (Kress 

& van Leeuwen 2001).  

 

According to Kress (2004: 111ぶ, け[t]he sigﾐ … ヴefleIts the iﾐteヴests of its desigﾐeヴ as 
ﾏuIh as the desigﾐeヴげs iﾏagiﾐed seﾐse of those ┘ho ┘ill see aﾐd ヴead the sigﾐ. The sigﾐ 
is based on a specific rhetorical purpose, an intent to persuade with all means possible 

those ┘ho pass H┞ aﾐd ﾐotiIe itげ. That is to say, how a sign is semiotically realized is 
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notably driven by the social organization of the participants and, based on this, how the 

designer believes it will be received and interpreted by potential audiences. The 

けヴeIipヴoIal ヴelatioﾐship Het┘eeﾐ speakeヴ aﾐd listeﾐeヴ, addヴesseヴ aﾐd addヴesseeげ 
(Bakhtin 1984: 86) in semiotic design is essentially a social one, anchored in the 

hierarchically organized power structure and ideological influences that produce norms, 

authority and asymmetrical participatory relations in which the question of design is 

always subject to and refereed by those who have more control over evaluation and 

judgment on meaning making.  

 

Moreover, Kress asserts that design is an agentive, forward-lookiﾐg aIt, けa ﾏeaﾐs of 
pヴojeItiﾐg aﾐ iﾐdi┗idualげs iﾐteヴest iﾐto theiヴ ┘oヴld ┘ith the iﾐteﾐt of effeIt iﾐ the futuヴeげ 
(Kress 2010: 23). Put differently, design involves deliberate semiotic maneuverings 

made from a proleptic
2
 perspective, as both a (retrospective) response to certain social 

conditions and a (prospective) modification and innovation that aim to make changes 

and transformations. Hence, sign-ﾏakeヴs aヴe seeﾐ ﾐot just けas useヴs of norms or systems 

of staHle pヴaItiIes, Hut as Ioﾐstaﾐt tヴaﾐsfoヴﾏeヴs of theseげ ふKress 2002:19). Their 

proleptic perspective is founded upon the historically developed understanding of 

society, but it also puts them in a position of anticipation in which their semiotic work 

perpetually orients towards new possibilities of meaning remaking and transforming 

through design and, in doing so, transforms social relations and subjectivity. From this 

perspective, semiotic design is a strategic social action that deals with inequality 

through creative rearrangement and transformation of resources as symbolic power in 

communication. It then opens up spaces for individuals to symbolically rework their 

identities.  

 

Kヴessげs soIial-semiotic theory of design offers us a useful toolkit. Its emphasis on human 

agency and proleptic orientation in design helps us in addressing the semiotic 

deliHeヴatioﾐs aﾐd stヴategies as けtaItiIsげ of autheﾐtiIatioﾐ aﾐd iﾐteヴsuHjeIti┗it┞ ふcf. 

Bucholtz 2003) in pursuing authenticity. Let me make this point clearer by referring to 

Kress again (2010: 23, original emphases):  

 

け… design is aﾐ asseヴtioﾐ of the iﾐdi┗idualげs iﾐteヴest iﾐ paヴtiIipatiﾐg appヴopヴiatel┞ 
in the social and communicational world; and an insistence on their capacity to 

shape their interests through the design of messages with the resources 

available to theﾏ iﾐ speIifiI situatioﾐsげ.  
 

These are the main motifs through which authenticity as semiotic processes is 

understood and achieved. With these in mind, we are now ready to discuss the stories 

from Enshi in a globalizing China.  

 

 

                                                           
2
 I am grateful to Jan Blommaert for drawing my attention to this concept.  
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3   Designing for authenticity in Enshi 

 

Enshi is officially known as Enshi Tujia and Miao Autonomous Prefecture
3
. It is located in 

the southwestern corner of Hubei Province in Central China (see Figure 1), with a land 

area of about 24,000 square kilometers, mostly inaccessible rural mountains with low 

agricultural productivity, and a population of over 3.9 million aIIoヴdiﾐg to Chiﾐaげs ヲヰヱヰ 
population census: approximately 45% of Han (the Chinese Majority), 46% of Tujia (the 

local indigenous group), 6% of Miao and 3% of twenty-six other smaller minority groups.  

 

Due to geographical facts, Enshi has long suffered from physical isolation and historical 

detachment from the nearby regions and the centers of China. Its political economy was 

traditionally predominated by feudalist petty peasant livelihoods which, as recorded in 

Jeヴoﾏe Chげeﾐげs ふヱ995ぶ aIIouﾐt of life of けthe highlaﾐdeヴsげ iﾐ this paヴt of the ┘oヴld at the 
turn of the twentieth century, was further devastated by the fall of the late imperial and 

subsequent wars in the country. After 1949, Enshi has remained a geopolitical margin. It 

has Heeﾐ ideﾐtified H┞ the Ieﾐtヴal go┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐtげs po┗eヴt┞ ヴeduItioﾐ pヴogヴaﾏﾏe as oﾐe of 
the poorest areas. To date, it is still labeled as a typically lao (old – referring to those 

extremely impoverished areas that served as revolutionary bases during the war years), 

shao (ethnic minority), bian (frontier or peripheral), shan (mountain-locked), and qiong 

(poverty-stricken) area in Chiﾐaげs puHliI aﾐd offiIial disIouヴses.   
 

 
Figure 1: A map of Enshi in China (adapted from Zhu et al. 2008) 

 

Such qualifications constitute a powerful modernist order of authenticity in which Enshi 

– similar to other marginal(ized) places – is positioned: a mythic place that is eternally 

primordial, minority, traditional, local, poor, distant, marginal, and so forth (see Figure 

                                                           
3
 Tujia aﾐd Miao aヴe t┘o of Chiﾐaげs fift┞-six officially categorized ethnic groups. The largest group is Han, 

Ioﾐstitutiﾐg ﾏoヴe thaﾐ 9ヰ% of Chiﾐaげs total populatioﾐ. The otheヴ fift┞-five groups are minorities or, as 

known in China, nationalities. 
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2). This imagery operates as a form of symbolic violence that has serious sociolinguistic 

repercussions. Not only the local fangyan (dialect in contrast with the Standard Chinese 

Putonghua), but all other aspects of local identities fall within this framework of how 

Enshi is perceived – from the perspective of the centers, at the nation-state scale-level. 

It produces discourses of stigmatization of Enshi that are easily found in everyday life 

aﾐd deepl┞ eﾐヴegisteヴed as the けautheﾐtiIげ Eﾐshi ideﾐtit┞.  
 

 

 
Figure 2: An image of Enshi by Xinhua

4, Chiﾐaげs top offiIial ﾐe┘s ageﾐI┞ 

 

More recently, Enshi has been gradually integrated into the national scheme of 

eIoﾐoﾏiI ヴefoヴﾏ aﾐd de┗elopﾏeﾐt as Chiﾐaげs pヴoIesses of gloHalizatioﾐ deepeﾐ. Iﾐ 
2000, the area was absorbed into the Iouﾐtヴ┞げs Gヴeat Westeヴﾐ De┗elopﾏeﾐt Plaﾐ5

 and, 

consequently, found itself confronted with unprecedented opportunities and new 

challenges.  Most of these opportunities are economic ones: influxes of investments, 

trade and business, but also infrastructures such as transport systems and the Internet. 

Amidst the nationwide drive to modernization and globalization, people in Enshi are 

becoming more conscious than ever that these opportunities come with increasing 

possibilities of repositioning and gaining mobility by breaking out of the confinement of 

locality, economically and socially, physically and symbolically. The cases presented here 

are two such examples: one of Internet hip-hop subculture, and one of ethnic heritage 

tourism. Each represents a partiIulaヴ soIioliﾐguistiI ﾐiIhe eﾏeヴged duヴiﾐg Eﾐshiげs 

                                                           
4
 www.hb.xinhuanet.com/2007zfwq/2007-10/19/content_11448240.htm 

5
 Iﾐ eaヴl┞ ヲヰヰヰ, Chiﾐaげs Ieﾐtヴal go┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐt lauﾐIhed the Gヴeat Westeヴﾐ De┗elopﾏeﾐt Plaﾐ to fuヴtheヴ its 

internal economic reform and modernization and, in particular, as a strategy to address the increasing 

imbalance between the affluent eastern coastal areas and the underdeveloped western inlands. Later 

that year, adjustments were made so that Enshi and a number of other places were added to the Plan. 

The Great Western Development Plan envisions a 50-year scheme over three phases. It is by far the 

largest and the most invested government plan with the most profound changes to China so far.   
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globalization in which the established order of authenticity is called into question, and in 

which semiotic design becomes a prominent mechanism of exploring new meanings of 

authenticity and new ways of expressing it to fit the new conditions. This, as will 

become clear below, involves challenging and complex processes.  

 

3.1   An unqualified Enshi rapper 

 

Let us begin with the story of a self-Hヴaﾐded けuﾐケualifiedげ dialeIt ヴappeヴ iﾐ Eﾐshi. Like iﾐ 
urban centers of China, with globalization and the recent availability of the Internet, 

local youth in rural places like Enshi also have a chance to participate in global 

transcultural flows such as hip-hop, producing their own voices through this form of 

music and verbal art, and reaching out to translocal audiences at little cost. A pioneer of 

this emerging Internet hip-hop subculture in Enshi is called Zeng Kun, a young man who 

embraces the new semiotic opportunity provided by the global flows of hip-hop 

ideology of けkeepiﾐげ it ヴealげ ふIf. Pennycook 2007a, 2007b) and enhanced by digital 

technology for negotiating and re-constructing his own authenticity, but also in the 

more general sense of locality, for which he has become somewhat a grassroots 

celebrity among the local community. We can see his semiotic work of authenticity in 

the follo┘iﾐg e┝Ieヴpt fヴoﾏ oﾐe of his oﾐliﾐe ヴap soﾐgs eﾐtitled けI aﾏ ﾐot a ケualified 
dialeIt ヴappeヴげ6. 

 

 
 

At first glance, this may not look very special, just mainly written in Standard Chinese 

with odd instances of what appears to be English attached to each line, therefore 

broken, impure and inauthentic for some. But I would argue the contrary: this is a small 

Hut t┞piIal e┝aﾏple of the ヴappeヴげs iﾐgeﾐious ┘oヴk of seﾏiotiI desigﾐ. It ﾐot only raises 

the ケuestioﾐ of Heiﾐg けケualifiedげ ふoヴ ﾐotぶ, i.e. of autheﾐtiIit┞, at the ﾏeta-cultural level, 

but also answers this question by way of semiotic design: the rapper deploys the 

resources he has in his repertoire in such a way that they, against all social and linguistic 

odds and constraints, maximally and aptly attend to the expectations of authenticity on 

multiple scales, thus, showing that he is exactly the opposite of unqualified and 

inauthentic. The patchwork we see above is not a random scramble of signs; it is put in a 

specific shape motivated by what the rapper believes to be authentic and an authentic 

                                                           
6
 http://yyfc.iq123.com/play.aspx?reg_id=1927818&song_id=3468151, my translation.  
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way to express it. To see how this works, we must examine closely the semiotic features 

observable in the lyrics. But before that, we need to first grasp some understanding 

about the complexity in the orders of authenticity surrounding the rapper that come 

with the new semiotic opportunity and how this may impact on his processes of 

authentication through semiotic design.  

 

A first order of authenticity here is that of the global cultural format of hip-hop as けa 
ﾏultiﾏodal […] seﾏiotiIs of ﾏusiI, l┞ヴiIs, ﾏo┗eﾏeﾐts aﾐd dヴess that aヴtiIulates politiIal 
and sub-cultural anti-hegemonic rebellion as well as aesthetics, a philosophy of life and 

a partiIulaヴ ヴaﾐge of ideﾐtitiesげ ふBlommaert 2010: 19). The global spread of hip-hop, as 

Pennycook (2007b: 103ぶ aヴgues, is iﾐ faIt けthe gloHal spヴead of autheﾐtiIit┞げ iﾐ ┘hiIh  
 

けa teﾐsioﾐ Het┘eeﾐ oﾐ the oﾐe haﾐd the spヴead of Iultuヴal diItate to adheヴe to 
certain principles of what it means to be authentic, and on the other hand, a 

process of localization that makes such an expression of staying true to oneself 

dependent on local contexts, languages, cultures, and understandings of the 

ヴealげ.  
 

This means that to be authentic in hip-hop terms, one has to incorporate elements that 

are valid and recognizable on the global scale-level, such as the music genre, the fashion 

style and, frequently, the use of (African American) English, as well as those on the local 

scale-level, often the use of local language varieties and local themes of stories and 

people. These aspects are blended together to form a multimodal, hybridized semiotic 

ensemble. Such is the global hip-hop ideology of authenticity, and it provides the overall 

blueprint of semiotization of authenticity here. This leads to two sets of issues faced by 

the Enshi rapper: how authenticity is understood in his local context, and what semiotic 

resources he has in order to articulate authenticity on his own terms and still can be 

recognized by both local and nonlocal audiences.  

 

The local context is multilayered and polycentric, characterized by marginality in 

multiple senses of the word, as mentioned earlier (see also Wang 2012). The same can 

be said about our rapper Zeng Kun as a heavily marginalized individual in Chinese 

society: a school dropout, an ex-offender, and consequently an unemployed idler and a 

stigmatized individual who is se┗eヴel┞ stuIk iﾐ the lo┘ eﾐd of a けHaIk┘aヴdげ plaIe. So, for 

Zeng Kun, Internet hip-hop provides a real niche and a rare opportunity to break out of 

social and physical confinement, to struggle against social marginalization and 

stigmatization, and to have his own voice heard (see Figure 3). Doing this in the virtual 

environment where audiences are invisible and potentially nonlocal requires him to 

carefully design his work. It takes proleptic thinking to ensure his work is maximally 

noticed, understood and acknowledged, and, authenticated. Here, then, comes into play 

the issue of language.  
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Figure 3: Internet hip-hop as a niche for Zeng Kun in Enshi (©Xuan Wang) 

 

The issue of language is twofold, to do with the politics of language in China on the one 

haﾐd, aﾐd the ヴappeヴげs ヴepeヴtoiヴe, on the other hand. China is a society with immense 

linguistic and cultural diversity, but China is also a nation-state that upholds the 

けﾏoﾐoglot ideolog┞げ ふcf. Silverstein 1996) in which the superiority of Putonghua is 

institutionally supported and widely enregistered. By contrast, English as a foreign 

language is controlled and excluded by formal policies, while fangyan is invariably 

stigmatized and endangered, especially smaller ones (such as Enshi fangyan) which are 

underdeveloped with no orthographic form and restricted sociolinguistic functions (cf. 

Chen 1996; see Wang 2012). This of course affects what counts as semiotic authenticity 

in terms of language use in Chinese society. Related to this, and shaped by this, is the 

structure of his language repertoire. He mainly speaks Enshi fangyan, the deep local 

vernacular in his native town. He also has a good mastery of Standard Chinese. But he 

has little access to English. The few words he knows were, apart from distant memories 

of unfinished schooling, mainly picked up from foreign films and music circulated online. 

This highly truncated repertoire poses challenges to his semiotization of hip-hop for 

wide audiences.  

 

In the light of these conditions, we can now return to the excerpt shown earlier and see 

how different aspects of authenticity are enacted and transformed by Zeng Kun through 

his semiotic design. We see a number of simultaneous maneuverings, and to dissect 

them the concept of multimodality is indispensable.  

 

Although, visually, we may say that the rapper adopts the script and the (literary poetic) 

register of Standard Chinese for writing the lyrics, in the aural mode, he uses distinct 

acoustic features of Enshi fangyan. Because of the primacy of aural experience in music, 

these acoustic features mark the rap song as an Enshi dialect song. They are used to flag 

up defining features of locality – an orientation towards the local audiences, also a 

crucial strategy for constructing hip-hop authenticity in a global environment as well as 

the ヴappeヴげs seﾐse of self. The fact that they are blended with the visual/written and 

stylistic features of the standard variety means that the lyrics can also be understood by 

nonlocals and nonspeakers of Enshi dialect, visually via a computer. This design is a 
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gesture towards the kind of authenticity Standard Chinese symbolizes in terms of 

language ideology at the nation-state scale-level. It is also a practical choice due to the 

underdeveloped orthography of fangyan in the written mode, the mode that is 

demanded in digital communication. Nevertheless, it can be argued that the 

superimposition of dialectal acoustic features onto the literary poetic style of the lyrics 

that only Standard Chinese can be used for, signals a rejection of the monoglot standard 

and, therefore, a reassertion of the rapperげs local affiliation.  

 

This is added with the non-Chinese-looking bits of signs written alphabetically at the end 

of each line. Again, these consist of two types of designs. Those in Lines 1, 2 and 5 are 

lexical items taken from English, albeit heavily localized ┗eヴsioﾐs of the ┘oヴds けヴapげ, 
けヴappeヴげ aﾐd けsupeヴpo┘eヴげ. Theiヴ loIalizatioﾐ appeaヴs eitheヴ as a ┗isiHle ﾏisspelliﾐg, i.e. 
けヴapeヴげ iﾐstead of けヴappeヴげ, oヴ as auヴal featuヴes of loIal aIIeﾐts, i.e. けヴaapuげ iﾐstead of 
けヴapげ, aﾐd けsupeヴpoueヴげ iﾐstead of けsupeヴpo┘eヴげ. The IhoiIe of Eﾐglish as the seﾏiotiI 
code and of the specific English words made here – けrapげ, けrapperげ and けsuperpowerげ – 

are clearly maneuverings emblematic of hip-hop as a global culture, therefore, indexing 

(hip-hop) authenticity on the global scale-level while addressing audiences on that scale-

level.  

 

Yet, the use of English seems minimal, and what is there is deviant in one way or 

aﾐotheヴ. To soﾏe e┝teﾐt, this Iaﾐ He e┝plaiﾐed H┞ the ヴappeヴげs ヴepeヴtoiヴe, the faIt that 
his knowledge of English is extremely limited, so he is using all that he can from his 

repertoire – this suggests けaptﾐessげ iﾐ desigﾐ. Iﾐ faIt, ┘hile his linguistic knowledge of 

English is limited, he has a good sociolinguistic knowledge of English and its indexical 

┗alues, aﾐd he applies it appヴopヴiatel┞ iﾐ his ┘oヴk. Ho┘e┗eヴ, the ヴappeヴげs use of Eﾐglish 
can also be seen as a design for articulating another kind of authenticity, one that is 

affiliated to his loIalit┞, as its ヴeﾐdeヴiﾐg of featuヴes of loIal けaIIeﾐtsげ iﾐdiIates a pヴoIess 
not of reproduction, but appropriation of English that orients towards the local scale-

level. The three words are only English to nonspeakers of Chinese. For Chinese speakers, 

especially Enshi fangyan speakers, they have been reembedded and resemiotized in the 

local micro-linguistic and macro-social contexts, which causes changes in their sound, 

spelling and function, thus, they are better understood as Chinese, even Enshi fangyan 

in this case, rather than English. In this sense, the ヴappeヴげs use of Eﾐglish Ioﾐstitutes a 
semiotic transformation.  

 

Finally, let us turn to the English-lookiﾐg iteﾏs けerげ and けberげ the ヴappeヴ has put at the 

end of Lines 3, 6, 7 and 8. Even though they ﾏa┞ けlookげ like le┝eﾏes fヴoﾏ Eﾐglish, these 

items have little to do with English. Their meaning and function only become clear when 

we listen to the lyrics: they are actually attached to the Chinese units immediately 

before as part of the words け哈 berげ (idiot), け小娃 erげ (child) and け指姆 erげ (thumb). These 

are all words specific of the deep local vernacular of the rapperげs hometown. Just like 

けrapげ, けraperげ and けsuperpowerげ are (English) in contrast with the rest of the (Chinese) 

sentences they are in, these vernacular fangyan words form a contrast with the rest of 

the sentences they are in which use formal literary poetic Chinese. The rapper chooses 

alphabetical script for encoding the particular dialectal feature of けerげ in each word for 

two purposes. He is unsatisfied with the writing of these words in the standard Chinese 
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script
7
, which would appear as three individual units – 哈巴儿，小娃儿 and 指姆儿 – 

therefore cannot capture the acoustic feature of syllabic integration of けerげ in them, 

notably in けberげ. But he again knows that the lack of orthography of fangyan makes 

these features difficult to represent. Hence he opts for the alphabetical system.  

 

This choice is out of interest and necessity as well as aesthetic. By adopting alphabetical 

letters for encoding local fangyan words, the rapper creates a poetic pattern visually, 

acoustically and stylistically in one hip-hop beat. One may suggest that this strategy of 

his simultaneously caters for audiences on the local (via fangyan), the national (via 

Standard Chinese orthography and register) and the global (via English and alphabetical 

script) scale-levels, thus gives himself maximal potential to be heard and recognized.  

 

Practices of semiotic design are, as shown above, evident and vigorous in the work of 

the Enshi rapper who, in every semiotic move, makes proleptic orientations towards 

multiple centers and audiences as ratifiers of authenticity on different scale-levels. The 

Internet affords the platform of communicating and performing it from his locality, and 

global hip-hop culture the cultural genre. The outcome of the design may look messy 

and inauthentic, but only if we insist on a particular order of authenticity. If we 

understand semiosis as multi-scalar and polycentric, we will accept that it in fact 

involves clever and meticulous design and craftsmanship that make use of the semiotic 

resources in the repertoire, while using them aptly and appropriately so that the 

potential uptake and recognition of the effects they afford are maximized. This 

appropriateness is not simply about meeting the normative expectations – as we have 

seen – it entails a distinct carnivalesque aspect in which the rapper strategically and 

creatively deploys semiotics to subvert and けcounter-authenticateげ hegemonic 

assumptions about authenticity that are relevant to his language use as well as his social 

positioning. The intensive shifts in his semiotic features and ideologies of authenticity in 

multiple modes and on multiple scales produce a heteroglossic voice through which 

inauthentic-looking authenticity is articulated and transformed.  

 

3.2   An authentic Tujia costume  

 

Above we have seen a case of semiotic design as an individual endeavor for authenticity 

through Internet hip-hop subculture in Enshi. We have seen in particular how 

authenticity is semiotically played out at a micro-linguistic level. We are now moving 

onto our second case, at a macro-institutional level, in which authenticity centers on the 

issue of the semiotic representation of minzu (nationality) or ethnicity in Enshiげs new 

heritage tourism economy.   

 

Although (ethnic) heritage tourism has become a global phenomenon, it only became an 

economic opportunity for Enshi very recently, as a knock-on effect of Chinaげs economic 

reform policy of 1979. Tourism in Enshi began in the late 1980s, after its reintegration 

and recognition as a minority region, when its natural scenery of deep mountains and 

                                                           
7
 This insight was obtained through interviews with Zeng Kun in Enshi in December 2009.  
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local culture were politically reframed and economically repackaged, turning from an 

image of wilderness and underdevelopment into one of rare beauty, ecological privilege 

and nostalgic pre-modern rural living. This indicates a symbolic shift in the order of 

authenticity that has historically stigmatized Enshi. The impact of this stayed limited for 

a long time, partly due to the severe lack of local transport infrastructures and tourist 

facilities, and partly, the competition from nearby southwestern minority regions, 

perceived to have much stronger cultural characteristics. Authenticity is the tourist 

market, is uniqueness. For Enshi, the question is how features of uﾐiケue けﾏiﾐoヴitiﾐessげ 
can be made recognizable and marketable through appropriate semiotic representation.  

 

Since joining the national Great Western Development Plan in 2000, the need for Enshi 

to reorganize its economic structure and to place its nascent tourist industry in a 

strategic position has become greater. In 2006, Enshi was endorsed by its provincial 

government into the eco-cultural tourism development zone based in the local 

mountainous regions. Enshi is encouraged to regenerate and enhance, among a number 

of other potentials, its けminzu cultural characteristicsげ, that is, the local ethnic minority 

uniqueness. All these have reopened the old question of how to けplay the minzu cardげ – 

first raised by the prefectural government in the 90s – as a core strategy for Enshiげs 

tourism and overall economic development. It has prompted a new wave of institutional 

discourses and actions on けstrengthening the cultural foundationsげ and けcombining 

minzu culture and tourismげ for (re)branding and (re)marketing Enshi as an ethnic 

minority area.  

 

Much of this wave revolves around the semiotic representation of the Tujia, the local 

indigenous group that embodies Enshi. In particular, a set of けauthenticげ Tujia ethnic 

clothing must be designed that can increase the market visibility of Enshi. A series of 

activities to actually design Tujia clothing have been coordinated by the local 

communities and supported by the prefectural government. For instance, the 20
th

 

anniversary of Enshi Prefecture in 2003 was used as a special occasion on which the 

elegance and distinction of Tujia clothing was emphasized and showcased to the media.  

In 2006, the Fashion Design department of Enshi Vocational and Technological Institute 

organized a special event inviting designs of the perfect Tujia clothing. Following that, in 

2010 and 2011, a new and larger-scale design competition was again led by the 

prefectural government, involving forums and consultations by local scholars, 

community leaders and the media (see Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Designing authentic Tujia clothing in Enshi (©Xuan Wang) 

 

What we have here is a example of semiotic design entirely generated by processes of 

globalization. It is stimulated by the local uptake of heritage tourism within the global 

new economy, in which designing ethnic clothing was part of the commodification of 

the Tujia semiotic representation. This is a widely observed phenomenon in heritage 

tourism, critiqued for its けstaged authenticityげ (cf. MacCannell 1973) in which the 

assumed original meaning and representation of cultural practices that belong to a 

certain ethnic group are distorted and repackaged for けsaleげ, i.e. for satisfying the kind of 

authenticity demanded by the tourists. Indeed, the semiotic design in Enshiげs tourist 

industry is astonishingly widespread: in addition to the Tujia clothing, design is also 

applied to the local ethnic dance, architecture, food, rituals, and the entire city layout of 

Eﾐshiげs capital – even the airplanes that travel between Enshi and the major cities in 

China are designed by the prefectural government as a けflying business cardげ with the 

crafts named after Enshi and painted with images of Tujia people dancing in their 

colorful ethnic clothing (see Figure 5).     

 

 
Figure 5: Flight Enshi, a flying business card

8
 

                                                           
8
 www.cnhubei.com/news/gdxw/201006/t1233337.shtml 
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However, the semiotic design, especially of the Tujia ethnic dress, cannot be seen simply 

as something inspired by the global authenticity for heritage tourism alone. It is deeply 

connected to another, more heartfelt question of authenticity to do with the local 

ethnic identity of Tujia, namely, the recognition of the minority status of Tujia in Enshi. 

This is a Ioﾏple┝ issue that iﾐ┗ol┗es Eﾐshiげs local history of identity formation and 

Chiﾐaげs state ethnopolitics of multiculturalism; the current (re)semiotization of the Tujia 

clothing has to take both into account.  

 

The estaHlishﾏeﾐt of Eﾐshiげs ﾏiﾐoヴit┞ status thヴough its ethﾐiI populatioﾐ of Tujia was a 

convoluted story. In the process of nation building after 1949, the Chinese government 

implemented ethnic classification in order to give recognition to minority groups and to 

iﾐtegヴate theﾏ iﾐto a けuﾐified, ﾏultiﾐatioﾐal Iouﾐtヴ┞げ. A large number of the fifty-five 

minority groups we now know in China were officially identified in the 50s. Each ethnic 

group, called minzu, (supposedly) has its own territory, common history, unique 

language, culture and tradition. However, as Thomas Mullaney (2011) shows in his 

account of this part of Chinese history, the ethnotaxonomy applied at the time had its 

epistemological, ontological and methological foundations in Western modernist social 

scientific beliefs in disciplines such as linguistics and ethnology. It was unable to clearly 

define all ethnic groups according to preassumed, fixed categories such as language or 

specific cultural traits. Tujia was not recognized until 1957 because the group had been 

mixing and living together with other groups; they lacked the obvious cultural features 

that make them visibly different from the other groups. Its classification was prompted 

accidentally when a minority representative of Miao from a town bordering Hunan and 

HuHei pヴo┗iﾐIes pleaded ┘ith the Ieﾐtヴal go┗eヴﾐﾏeﾐt to けreclassifyげ her and her people 

in Hunan as Tujia, since their language was different from that of the Miao. 

 

However, whereas areas in Western Hunan were officially recognized in 1957 as Tujia 

territoヴies Hased oﾐ the loIalsげ self ideﾐtifiIatioﾐ aﾐd fieldwork by Chinese ethnologists 

in those areas, their adjacent neighbours in Enshi, Western Hubei, did not receive the 

same recognition. The ethnic classification was soon brought to a halt with the change 

of political climate in China when claiming any different identity risked being seen as 

counter-revoluntionary splitism. It was not until after the Cultural Revolution that the 

ethnic classification was resumed, to address some of the issues left over from two 

decades ago. Enshiげs case reopened. 

 

Melissa Brown (2001, 2002) records that when Tujia status reclassification and 

restoration started in Enshi in early 1980s, many of the local people were unwilling to 

become Tujia since they けdid ﾐot have Tujia consciousnessげ (Brown 2002: 375) and 

preferred to consider themselves Han. She argues that the categories of ethnic 

boundary and distinction created by the local government – mainly by genealogical 

information and history of residence – did not reflect the actual cultural practice and 

socio-political experience of the individuals; it was a けmanipulationげ of population 

statistics based on an artificial dichotomy between Tujia and Han, a tactic of 

authentication by the local government that was けboth economically beneficial and 

politically safeげ for the local populace as a whole (Brown 2002: 389). The disjuncture 
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between the state recognition and the local sense of self observed here illustrates the 

sensitivity and power dynamics of authenticity in relation to ethnic identity in China – 

particularly so for Enshi –  in which the influence of the state prevails. It also shows how 

traditions often are the product of social invention (Hobsbawm & Ranger 1983) and how 

authenticity is always emergent from negotiations and power strategies.  

 

Within such a historical context, we begin to understand the anxiety in Enshi about its 

authenticity, in terms of its own ethnic identity and cultural heritage, and its need for a 

legitimate semiotic representation of these (such as authentic ethnic clothing) that is all 

the more important, especially in the eyes of the State. This, then, leads us to a further 

complication: the particular order of authenticity about the semiotization of ethnicity 

imposed by the state ethnopolitics of multicultualism and its representation.  

 

 
Figure 6: Fifty-six minzu in China

9
 

 

Chiﾐaげs self-imagination as a unified, multiethnic nation is projected through an image 

of fifty-six equally positioned but uniquely different minzu (Han the Majority and fifty-

five minority groups) (see Figure 6). The visible uniqueness in semiotic representation, 

i.e. ethnic clothing, is particularly important, for it is through the ominpresent display of 

the juxtaposition of technicolored けtraditionalげ clothing that Chiﾐaげs multiculturalism, 

diversity and unity are constructed and expressed. The (over)emphasis on the 

colorfulness and distinctness of each ethnic group is based on the standardized 

ethnotaxonomic orthodoxy in which dress, like language or customs, becomes a 

categorical feature of ethnicity taken as the crystallization of the groupげs entire cultural 

heritage; in short, authenticity.  

 

Meanwhile, this emphasis speaks for a view of ethnic minority from the perspective of 

Han, a view that presupposes authenticity of minzu as primordial and historical truths, 

as peripheral minorities – the けnoble savageげ – which, for e.g. Gladney (1994: 94), is a 

                                                           
9
 http://news.xinhuanet.com/photo/2005-09/17/content_3501742.htm 
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project of nationalization and modernization that promotes けthe homogenization of the 

majority at the expense of the exoticization of the minorityげ. According to him, this kind 

of ideology operates through the display and commodification of the minority Other in 

China, such as in state-sponsored media and tourism. Thus, we see that the state 

politics of representation works as a powerful ideology of authenticity framing the 

semiotization of ethnic clothing.    

 

For the Tujia, the local desire for authenticity through the semiotic design of ethnic 

clothing has to be understood in relation to the complex orders of authenticity outlined 

above. What is noteworthy in this case is the strong emphasis on and concerted effort in 

semiotic design as a consensus of the local people led by the local government. This, as 

we have seen, is both afforded and conditioned by the global economy and the state 

multiculturalism, both of which demand the supply of a kind of Tujia clothing that can 

satisfy their expectations of what counts as authentic. What the local government and 

institutions are doing is to deliberately combine the frameworks of semiotic 

representation given at the global level and the nation-state level, and use these as a 

niched opportunity for embarking on a local identity project. In this project they create 

something that may not necessarily possess intrinsic authenticity, but can still be 

recognized as legitimate and appropriate nationally and globally, in exchange for 

potential economic development and political purchase, thus, social mobility. In this 

sense, their semiotic design is a tactic of authentication through which they symbolically 

take advantage of and transform the existing orders of authenticity for their own 

identity making as a group.  It, therefore, produces inauthentic authenticity.  

 

 

5   Inauthentic authenticity in globalization 

 

Globalization creates niched semiotic opportunties for the margins in which previously 

けiﾐautheﾐtiIげ seﾏiotiI ヴesouヴIes aIケuiヴe ﾐe┘ soIioIultuヴal ┗alues aﾐd ﾏeaﾐiﾐgs of 
authenticity. Nevertheless, to capitalize these resources for constructing an authentic 

identity – whether for an individual or a group – requires careful semiotic design which, 

as we have seen, works on two different levels. For the Internet rapper, design is 

particularly useful for organizing a micro-linguistic semiotic resources so that he can 

take advantage of the global hip-hop culture as a new genre to express himself locally 

while sabotaging and subverting dominant ideas of authenticity, and use the semiotic 

resources in his repertoire effectively for this purpose.  

 

In the case of ethnic heritage tourism, semiotic design is seen as an identity maneuver 

at a macro-institutional level. It hinges on Chinaげs politics of multiculturalism as well as 

Enshiげs local history of ethnic identification and authentication. Through these aspects, 

we see semiotic design as a discursively contrived tactic of transforming power relations. 

Here the product is seen secondary to the socio-political processes that underpin and 

motivate the idea and the act of design.  

 

Together these two cases in this paper demonstrate that semiotic practices are 

materially observable; more importantly, they are socially and symbolically invested and 
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susceptible to power dynamics. Their use is never random, but always shaped by their 

users with a proleptic view of the complex social environment. It is therefore human 

agency that we need to pay attention to in order to see how semiotics is actually 

created, used and transformed for identity making in real life. 

 

Enshi also offers some insights into authenticity. It is clear that authenticity is far from 

being a matter of good or bad, true or false, existing or invented. It is an ongoing project 

in which people engage themselves in the practice of design, of seeking multiple 

meanings of authenticity in each sign-making because our conditions of communication 

are becoming increasingly multi-scalar and polycentric in the context of globalization. 

Authenticity, therefore, is better seen as something that is multifocal, fragmented, 

layered and hybridized, something that is power invested and involves transgression, 

innovation and transformation in which our pursuit for authenticity becomes けa 

profound and methodical investigation of how to understand ourselves, our histories 

and how the boundaries of thought may be traversedげ (Pennycook 2007a: 42), in order 

to create new possibilities of becoming. Such features render the term itself a paradox, 

as its very substance is made of reordering and change of authenticity, thus, 

inauthenticity – which, as Kress has rightly pointed out, is a social action in anticipation 

of future effect. This けinauthentic authenticityげ, for sure a misnomer, captures the very 

essence of our quest for authentic identities in a globalizing world. In this sense, the 

semiotic design of inauthentic authenticity is both a feature and a strategy of identity 

making that strives for voice and mobility through social and symbolic maneuvering, 

particularly so for those in the margins of globalization, as we have seen in the examples 

from Enshi.  

 

------------------------ 
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